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Research on low-cost ways to engage
consumers holds promise for tackling the high
default rates in debt-collection lawsuits.

Example of a Self-Affirmation Exercise

Over a third of American adults are behind on one or more debts.1 A
staggering number of lawsuits seeking to collect those debts are filed
annually. An individual sued on a credit card debt may have several
legal defenses available in a court proceeding, but few consumers
engage with the court process.2 Such inaction may have grave consequences. A default judgment will almost certainly be entered against
the consumer. This means that her assets or wages may be seized by
the creditor, and the judgment could follow her for decades, hurting
her ability to get credit, rent an apartment, or find a job.

Going to Court
A consumer may not show up in court because he was never notified
of the lawsuit. The complaint may have been sent to an incorrect
address, or the individual tasked with serving the lawsuit notification may not have done so properly.3 More often, however, consumers have received the summons but have not appeared in court.
Reforms to help consumers have been suggested, and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau is expected to propose new regulations.4 But there will always be financially distressed consumers who
need help to engage in the legal process.
One way to protect consumers is to provide them with lawyers
before debt collection becomes a lawsuit. With a lawyer as agent,
individuals might negotiate resolutions to their debts, participate
more in the court proceeding (albeit through the lawyer), and assert
their defenses in court. But lawyers are costly, and debt-collection
defendants may be unable to afford legal fees. Unsurprisingly, studies find that upwards of 80 percent of the civil legal needs of low- to
moderate-income (LMI) individuals go unmet.5
A second option is to provide financially distressed LMI individuals with a combination of self-help materials and limited guidance from a professional—say, a lawyer or paralegal. Indeed, this
combination is the dominant form of assistance to LMI individuals
today.6 Self-help legal materials are actively distributed by courts,
legal aid organizations, public libraries, bar associations, neighborhood advocacy centers, Internet-based networks, law schools, pro
bono groups, and even for-profit companies. Sometimes materials
are coupled with guidance through a “Lawyer for a Day” program

Think of a time you did someone a favor.
For example:

¨ Maybe your coworker couldn’t
come to work, so you took her shift.

¨ Maybe you watched your nephew
so your sister could run some
errands.

¨ Maybe you gave a lost person
directions.
Now fill this out: I did a favor for
someone when I

or a telephone hotline. The focus of these currently available materials is on readability, completeness, and access. But are such materials
useful? And are unrepresented individuals able to use them successfully in court?
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Plan-Making and Plan-Implementation Strategies

Step #5: Make the Call.
Now you are ready to call the loan
company. Fill out this sheet. You will be
prepared to talk to the loan company
representative.
My account loan number:
Current monthly payment:
Total balance due:
New option I want:
What I can afford to pay:

The Quest for Evidence
Little empirical evidence exists to answer such questions. Court observations have long suggested that unrepresented individuals have
trouble making use of self-help materials. Two decades ago, one author related the story of a tenant who received limited advice from
a legal aid lawyer and fully accessible self-help legal materials before
her eviction hearing. She came to the proceeding armed with damning photographic evidence of problems in her apartment and with
knowledge of favorable law. During a hallway negotiation, she failed
to produce the evidence she had in hand or to raise the legal defenses
she knew about. Her explanation: “It didn’t come up.” 7
That tenant had no issues with access. Her problem was deployment, particularly a lack of knowledge about how to negotiate. She also may have struggled with debilitating emotions—fear,
shame, guilt, or hopelessness.
Our hypothesis is that similar cognitive, psychological, and
emotional challenges prevent individuals in a debt-collection pro-
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ceeding from putting the information found in self-help materials
into action. Unfortunately, currently available materials do not address such deployment barriers. We’re investigating whether reinventing self-help materials to address those challenges could significantly affect the number of consumers who respond to lawsuits and
assert defenses in court.
As part of a research study, dozens of undergraduate students
from Harvard and the law schools of Harvard, the University of
Maine, and the University of Connecticut have been working to develop self-help materials tailored to individuals in financial distress.
The reimagined materials cover topics including defending a debtcollection lawsuit, negotiating with creditors, and filing a simple
liquidation bankruptcy. Under our direction, the students have also
developed original content using insights from, for example, psychology, sociology, public health, education, and product marketing
to address the barriers. They also have conducted field interviews
and focus groups in the target population.
Addressing Feelings of Shame
Our first hypothesis is that notification of a debt-collection suit produces feelings of shame, guilt, and anxiety, along with uncertainty
about sources of help. Even if the individual overcomes any emotional challenges and takes action such as accessing helpful information, feelings of threat and impending disaster may trigger performance-minimizing and solution-inhibiting mental states.8 Such
debilitating emotions might explain why such a high percentage of
consumer debt-collection defendants do nothing in response to lawsuits and simply default.9
To counteract such feelings, our materials borrow the power
of self-affirmation theory from psychology. Self-affirmation theory
suggests that individuals may respond more constructively to a challenging message (such as, “You should go to court”) if, for example,
they are first prompted to recall one of their own past acts of kindness,
generosity, or forgiveness.10 Our materials incorporate self-affirmation
techniques by asking readers to, for example, recall a time they acted
with kindness before engaging them in more difficult material, such as
calling a debt collector to negotiate. (See “Example of a SelfAffirmation Exercise.”)
Setting a Goal
Second, we hypothesize that many of the tasks that financially distressed individuals need to perform to respond to a lawsuit require
goal identification, goal pursuit, persistence, and plan-making and
plan-implementation strategies. In a debt-collection case, that may
involve responding to the lawsuit with an answer. It may also involve juggling one’s schedule and arranging transportation to appear
in court on the hearing date. Our materials include Post-it notes to
be placed on a calendar and blank lines for recipients to write down
the dates, times, and locations of court hearings.11 (See “Plan-Making
and Plan-Implementation Strategies.”)
Knowledge in Advance
We also hypothesize that knowledge of what to expect in court will
help individuals feel more confident, thus increasing participation.
We believe that how such knowledge is communicated matters.

Preparing for What to Expect

Option 1: Going to Mediation

From the public-health literature, we learned that stick-figure illustrations are superior to photographs in explaining complex topics.12
Novices in a field, presented with photographs or detailed drawings, are generally unable to distinguish important features from irrelevant details.13 Thus, our materials explain basic debt-collection
court procedure using simple cartoons, including drawings of the
courtroom that indicate where the judge, plaintiff, and consumer
defendant sit. (See “Preparing for What to Expect.”)
***
One of the goals of our project is to understand whether these reimagined self-help materials work. More broadly, we are interested
in the effect the materials have on the outcome of debt-collection
cases and the credit scores of individuals in financial distress. Our
larger research project uses a randomized, controlled trial design—
as is used to test new drugs and medical devices—to compare the
effectiveness of the new self-help materials with representation by
an attorney.14 We hope that our research will have a real-world impact on the ways in which we help individuals in financial distress
and design self-help materials.
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